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I. INTRODUCTION 
Investigators familiar with the amphibia of the Great Smo� 
Mountains have long-·been puzzled by the amazing resemblance between 
the red, orange, or yellow-cheeked variants of the Desmognathus 
I 
ochrophaeus carolinensis Dunn population (Fig. 1) and the red-cheeked 
salamander, Plethodon jordani jordani Blatchley (Fig. 2). In �is study� 
these two species will be referred to by their sub-specific names, 
carolinensis and jordani. The problem is especially intri�ing in that 
the frequency of the red-cheeked variant in carolinensis ·is highest 
where this polymorphic species is sympatric with jordani in the pmok!es, 
Outside the range of jordani the incidence of the red cheek coloration 
among normally patterned carolinensis (Fig. 3) is quite lmv-. 
Numerous individuals have suggested that the s imilari�y ean be 
best explained in ter;ms of mimicry. According to the theory of mimicry, 
the two distantly related species ar e protected by having s.imila:r;- colpr 
patterns which ttadvertise11 to predators an undesirable characterist�c 
found in one or both of the species sharing the color pattern. TWo qasi� 
types of m.imicry have been proposed, In Batesian m.imicry, the red chi;:Jek 
patch of jordani could be considered warning or aposematic coloratiop 
which would 11advertise11 to predators some distasteful or unde-sirable 
quality found ill. jordani (the model). The red-cheeked variant of 
carol.inensis (the m�ic ), which exhibited pseudaposematic or .false 
warning coloratio� would thus gain survival value from its close 
1 
FIGURE 1 
#. ' -
RED-CHEEKED PHASE OF DESHOGNA THUS OCHROPHAEUS 
CAROLJNENSIS DUNN 
2 
r _,. 
FIGURE 2 
PLETHOION JORDANI JORDANI BLATCHLEY 
3 
FIGURE 3 
NORMAL COLOR PATTERN OF DESMOGNATHUS 
OCHROPHAEUS CAROLINENSIS, DUNN 
resemblance to the model even though it possessed none of the undesirable 
qualities. In Mullerian mimicry, both j ordani and the red-cheeked 
carolinensis would possess undesirable qualities and thus the model and 
the mimic �e both protected by undesirable characteristics. 
Although this problem has been recognized for over thirty-five 
years, no field research has been conducted to actually test the hypoth­
esis of mimicry between jordani and carolinensis. The purpose of this 
research project is to investigate the possibility that mimicry exists 
bett.reen these two species by both field and laboratory approaches. 
Dun� ( 1927 ) first described the yellow-cheeked variety of 
Desmognathus as a new mountain race and referred to it as Desmognathus 
fuscus imitator. Later (192 8 )  Pope concluded from his studies that it 
vJas merely an unstable color variety of Desmognathus fuscus carolinensis. 
Bishop (1947 ), however, regarded it as a subspecies of Desmognathus 
ochrophaeus a nd assigned it its present status of Desmognathus ochrophaeus 
carolinensis. 
Attempts to account for this color variation have been made by 
several investigators. Dunn (1927 )  concluded that his specimens eY�ibited 
11a clear case of mimicry, " and that "coincidence scarcely avails to ex­
plain t.h.e resemblance in color of the one form to another. 11 
Noble ( 1931) ,  however, questioned the plausibility of the mimicry 
theory by noting that the presenc� of red cheeks seemed to have no sur­
vival value and therefore the characteristic could not have been evolved 
by natural selection. Instead he suggested that 11 it is possible that 
parallel modifications in unrelated genera are linked with physiological 
mutations having such a value. 11 
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Bishop (1947) later added supporting evidence to the mimicry theory 
in his description of red�legged individuals of carolinensis from Tusquitee 
Bald, 7i miles southeast of Andrews, North Carolina. This a�ea is within 
the range of the red-legged salamander, Plethodon jordani shermanL He 
observed that "the discovery of another population of the same subsp�oies 
of Desmognathus which has taken on the color characteristics of a second 
member of the genus Plethodon would strengthen Dunn's contention.11 This 
red-legged variety of carolinensis was first described by Brimley (1928). 
Additional evidence which tends to support the mimicry theory was 
submitted by King (1939). He found that of 285 individuals of carolinensis 
collected in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, twenty per cent dis­
played yellow, orange, or red cheek patches. An altitudinal br eakdown of 
this series showed that only five to six per cent of the individuals 
collected below 31000 �eet had cheek coloration, while twenty-four per 
cent of those collected above 5,000 feet had the characteristic. If 
mimicry does ex�st between these two species, one would expect a hi�her 
frequency of mimics in the upper elevations where jordani is common since 
predators would have experienced the unpalatable characteristics of 
jordani at these elevations and thus would not prey upon the similarly 
colored red-cheeked carolinensis. 
Huheey (1960) has approached the problem experimenta� by con­
ducting feeding experiments using a garter snake, Thamnophis sirt�lis, a 
sparrow hawk, Falco sparverius, and two migrant shrikes, Lani�s �­
vicianus, as predators upon normal carolinensis and jordani. In his 
studies he found that the snake readily ate two jordani and concluded 
7 
that "it appears that there is no undesirable factor in jordani as far as 
the garter snake is concerned." Preliminary feeding experiments 1vi th the 
hawk in which the hawk rejected twenty-eight per cent of the jordani and 
none of the carolinensis indicated that the bird possibly could d iscrimi­
nate between the two species. In his more extensive and controlled feeding 
experiments with the migrant shrikes, he found that the jordani had a sig­
nificantly higher survival rate when presented to the predators as com­
pared to the carolinensis. 
In attempting to solve this problem, it would seem that the best 
approach would be to test certain established characteristics or rules 
of mimicry (Wallace, 1867; Shull, 1936; Cot� 1940 )  which must be met in 
all valid cases of mimicry. The failure of investigators to employ these 
g�nerally accepted criteria has been the basis of criticism presented 
against claims of mimicry (Shull, 1936 ). 
The first of these rules is that the mimic must have a distinctively 
diff�rent color pattern from the non-mimetic individuals. Obviously this 
�st be so, since a close similarity in appearance would indicate only 
similar phylogenies (Shull, 1936 ).  
Furthermore, the resembling forms (model and mimic ) must occupy 
the same area if the mimetic relationship is to be effective. In the 
case of Batesian mimicry, the presence of the palatable mimics ivithout 
sympatric unpalatable models would have no effect in 11educating" or de­
ceiving predators. 
In the same sense.9 the model must be much more numerous than the 
mimic for effective deception of predators. It has been stated (Cott, 
8 
1940; Sheppard, 1959) that success in Batesian mimicry is dependent upon 
the comparative rarity of the mimic, otherwise "the results of experi­
mental testing would encourag e an enemy to renewed attacks. n In Mlllleric.n 
mimicry this scarcity of the mimic would not be a necessary factor since 
both species display the aposematic signaL 
Furthermore, there should be a direct relationship betlveen the 
frequency of mimics and the frequency of models in a given area (Sheppar� 
1959). In other words, an area supporting a very dense population of 
jordani should also produce a higher number of mimics in the carolinensis 
population. This should be true since the frequency of mimics in a popu­
lation must be established by the selection pressure exerted by predators. 
Again this situation would hold true only in Batesian mimicry. 
A final characteristic of mimicry which should be found in all 
�etic complexes is a distinct difference in the liabilit.Y of attack 
'i;)etween the model and the non-mimetic members of the complex. In both 
Batesian and MUllerian types of mimicry this would be essential � prove 
the existence of undesirable qualities in the aposematic models. In 
Batesian mimicry, it would also b e  necessary to observe that the predators 
were sufficiently deceived by the pseudaposematic signal of the mimic. 
Each. of these proposed criteria was applied in this study to determine 
the possibility of mimicry existing between carolinensis and jordani. 
The Theory 2.£ Mimicry 
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The theory of mimicry has long been a controversial subject. 
Shortly after Darwin proposed his theory of natural selection, Bates 
(1862) formulated a theory of mimicry in which it is assumed that a 
palatable species derives survival value from mimicking an unpalatable 
or undesirable species, which normally is conspicuously colore� Mu�ler 
(1879 ) later proposed a theory of mimicry in which it is assamed that 
both resembling species are distastefQ4 and thus the number of individ­
uals sacrificed to predators before the predators are tteducated11 is 
divided.between two species. 
In addition to these two theories of mimicry, Darwin's original 
theory of natural selection resulted in a great many descriptions of 
supposed examples of mimicry and other forms of adaptive coloration. 
Most of these descriptions concerned the Lepidoptera,and undoubtedly 
ma� proposed accounts of adaptive coloration were the products of over­
enthusiastic naturalists who naively assigned warning coloration to 
practically all brilliant color patterns and mimicry to almost every 
non-related pair of resembling species (Dodson, 1952) .  It would be 
expected then that since this time the concept might have had numerous 
critics (Shull, 1936; MeA tee, 1932; Heikertinger, 1944; Urquhart, 1957 ). 
McAtee's investigation (1932) ,  in which he studied the number of 
protectively and non-protectively colored insects in 80, 000 bird stomachs, 
did much to question the effectiveness or even existence of adaptive 
9 
coloration. In this study he concluded that birds seemed to eat pro­
tectively and non-protectively colored ins ects in p roportion to the 
density of the ins ect populations. This study has been vigorously 
attacke� however, by such adherents of adaptive coloration as Huxley 
( 1932) , Co tt (1932) , Poulton (1932) , Dunn (1935 ) ,  and o thers. Their 
general consensus was that the data in the study were presented in a 
misleading manner in that McAtee tabulated only the number of stomachs 
containing adaptively and non-adaptively colored insect� ins tead of 
making a determination of the actual numbers of these insects. 
10 
Shull (1936 ) also has questioned the exis tence of adaptive colora­
tion with the bulk of his criticism directed at mimicry. Since his 
criticisms are fairly representative of  most  of the criticisms leveled 
at the theory, they will be considered in some detail below. 
In many instances of recognized mimetic complexes it is often 
not known that one of the species actually has undesirable qualities. 
For years this point has been one of contention in the clas sic Monarch- · 
Viceroy butterfly complex. It has been ques tioned by some (Urquhart, 1957) 
vJ'hether the Monarch actually has undesirable qualities. Brower ( 1958 ) ,  
however, s eems to have resolved this problem in her very thorough feeding 
experiments in which she found that Florida j ays, Aphelocoma coerulescens, 
did discriminate between the Monarch (model ) and other non-mimetic butter­
flies after a few trials. Darlington (1938) also produced convincing 
evidence that lizards of the genus Anolis learned to dis criminate between 
unpalatable beetles ( models ) and non-mimetic beetles. The reliability 
of feeding experimen ts under laboratory conditions has been questioned 
11 
by some (Manders, 1911; McAtee, 1932) , but undoubtedly these experiments 
can be important sources of evidence if carefully conducted. 
Another major objection to mimicry is that the similarities between 
model and mimic may not be sufficient to deceive. It has been suggested 
by several that what may appear to the human as closely similar forms may 
not appear similar to predators (Beddard, 1892; Lutz, 1933 ). Anthro­
pomorphic interpretations could be misleading if the color vision of 
predators differs from human color vision . Training experiments with 
various predators indicate that the spectral ranges u sed by these 
animals vary considerably (Cott, 1940) so that the above objection could 
be valid. 
The effectiveness of mimicry has also been qu estioned in the case 
of predators which lack color vision entirely. Undoubtedly many mammals 
and reptiles lack color vision. Cott (1940) refutes this objection to 
the mimicry theory on the grounds that similarities in color will produce 
similar perceptions of tone in colorblind animals and this effectively is 
adaptive coloration. 
A final difficulty regarding the deception of predators is the 
problem of deceiving nocturnal predators. This problem has been con­
sidered by numerous individuals (Hecht and Marien, 1956; Cott, 1940; 
Huheey, 1960; M3rtens, 1956) .  Walls (1942) contends that owls lack 
color vision. Rochon-Duvigneaud (1943 ) ,  however, has submitted evidence 
that owls can perceive red in light intensities lower than that in which 
man is capable of distinguishing the color. Huheey suggests that the 
discerning abilities of nocturnal predators under low light intensities 
12 
may not b e  an important factor since the no c turnal prey could be expos ed 
during the day by diurnal predators. 
A third major objection to many supposed cases of mimicry is that 
often the chief predators of the mimicking individuals are no t kn� 
The defense of this obj ection by advo cates of mimicry seems to be more 
difficult than the defens e of other .criticisms s ince very fe-v;r field 
observations have been ma de of predators actually attacking individuals 
of the mimetic complex. Birds have long been suspect as the chief pre­
dators of butterflies, but accounts o f  b ird predation on butterflies in 
the field have been rare (Carpenter, 1935; Urquhart, 1957). However, 
predators which prey only o c casionally upon a species could be responsible 
for the evolution of a mimetic pattern in this species. An extremely 
important concept in the theory of natural selec tion is that very small 
coefficients of s election will suffice to guide evolutio'n in a certain 
direction (Dobzhansky, 1951). Thus differential predation of very low 
intensities could be enough to alter gene frequencies in the population 
of the prey. In the same sense, mimicry need not b e  completely effective 
for the evolutio n  of a mimetic pattern since it need only be effective 
enough to give mimicking sp ecies a slight advantage over non-mimetics. 
A final maj or obj ection to mimicry is that warning coloration 
itself it not believed to be effective in preventing predatio� If 
warning coloration is no t effective, then mimicry cannot b e  effective, 
since it is dependent upon the cloak of warning coloration. Undoub tedly 
much criticism concerning the effectiveness of warning coloration has 
emerged from McAtee ' s  s tudy mentioned earlier. A convincing s tudy by 
13 
Jones (1932) does much to defend the theory of warning coloration. He 
found that of 5, 000 freshly killed insects presented to birds at t he edge 
of a i'll'oods, the least accepted were those conspicuously marked vd th red, 
orange, or yellow color patterns. The studies of Brower (1958, a, b, c ), 
Carpenter (193'7) , and Darlington (1938 )  can be cited as evidence that 
warning coloration in most cases is effective in relaxing predation 
pressure. 
The theory of mimicry has withstood the attacks of critics in most 
instances. However, critics have undoubtedly contributed much to the 
stature of the theory by demanding better research techniques including 
the moving of many students of adaptive coloration from the confines of 
a museum to the field. 
The Ecology � Specia.tion of Q_. £• carolinensis and E· j_. jordani 
The range of Q.. £• carolinensis extends from southwest Virginia 
to northern Georgia (Conant, 1958 ). This species is found throughout 
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park from an elevation of 1,400 feet 
to the highest elevation in the Park, 6, 643 feet ( King, 1939) .  
This mountain subspec ies of �· ochrophaeus is an extremely variable 
salamander not only with respect to its color pattern but also with re­
spect to its habita� Hairston (1949 ) has found that at higher eleva­
tions (above 4,500 feet ) this polymorphic species is indiscriminate in 
its choice of habitat and may be found at considerable distances from 
1.rater. Thus it is commonly found under fallen bark, logs, and rocks on 
the forest floor as well as in seepage areas at these higher elevationso 
During this study it was found to be particularly abundant under rocks 
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and debris in gullies which carried little or no water. At lmver eleva-
tions, however, it seems to be restricted to more aqua tic environments 
along or in s treams (Hairston, 1949; Dunn, (1926 ) . Hairston (1949 ) has 
suggested tha t differences in temperature and humidity between high and 
low e levations are responsible for this shift in habitat with the change 
in elevation. 
The variability of the color pattern of this species has b een dis� 
cusse d  by numerous investiga tors (Conant, 1958; King, 1939; Hairston, 
1949; Bishop, 1947 ) .  Many individuals have a light dorsal stripe with 
irre gular e dges, with the stripe color various shades of gray, tan, 
yellow, or red. Older individuals normally lack the stripe, are bluish­
black in color, and often have brownish heads. Juveniles have light 
colored dorsal spo ts arrange d in a zig-zag pattern along the dors� 
These spo ts, like the stripes, vary widely in color. It has been noted 
that a correlation seems to exist between elevation and the intensity of 
colora tion in this species, with the darkest individuals found at the 
highest eleva tions (King, 1939; Hairston, 1949 ) .  
In comparing the time of a ctivity of carolinensis to o ther sp ecies 
of Desmognathus, Hairston (1949) has found that carolinensis is ninety­
nine per cent nocturnal as compared to o ther species of Desmognathus, 
whic:h may b e  as low as ninety per cent nocturnal. D. o. carolinensis 
also tends to be slightly arboreal during its active time. 
f• i• jordani (the supposed model) is unique in its restriction 
to the Great Smoky Mountains. Here it seems to b e  asso ciated primarily 
with the spruce-fir forests above 4,500 feet but has been taken as low 
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as 2, .750 feet. This red-cheeked, bluish-black salamander may be found 
in abundance in or under rotten logs, or under flat rocks on the forest 
floor at the upper elevations. Although the species is considered more 
terrestrial than carolinensis, the two often are found together either 
in a habitat normally preferred by carolinensis or in the more terrestrial 
habitat of jordani. The coloration of jqrda.ni varies to a much less 
extent than carolinensis. The coloration of the cheek patch varies from 
a light  pink to red and in some individuals may be lacking entirely. How­
ever, the complete absence of cheek coloration is uncommon (Bishop, 1947; 
King, 1939 ) .  Of 234 jordani observed for color pattern variations in 
this study, four lacked the cheek coloration entirely, while in twelve 
the coloration was reduced to a narrow band on the dorsal part of the 
cheek. Other variations included one individual with red on the fore­
legs, one with flecks of red on the dorsum, and one juvenile with six 
paired orange spots on the dorsun4 
E• i• jordani is similar to several other members of the genus 
Plethodon in that it exudes an extremely slimy mucus from the tail, and 
to a lesser extent, from the body. The secretion of this slime seems 
to be stimulated by pressure exerted upon the animal in handling and 
can easily be noted when the tail is squeezed. 
The Plethodontidae, the family to which these species belong, 
undoubtedly had as its point of origin the Appalachian Mountains of 
the eastern United States (Dunn, 1926). It is believed that the early 
forms of this lungless group probably were linked to the highlY 
oxygenated waters of the mountain streams. 
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Three major lines of descent from the ancestral Plethcdon stock 
ha·ve been recognized (PiattJI 193.5)o These are the Tiesmognathus, the 
Stereochilus-Gyrinophilus, and the Plethodon-Oepidus lines and ar·e shown 
in Figure 4. Of theseJI the primitive stream-inhabiting forms remain in 
the region of their Appalachian origin, while many of the others, which 
early attained terrestrial specialization, have dispersed as widely as 
the Pacific Coast, Europe, and South America. 
Dunn (1926 ) considers Desmognathus quadra-maculatus, an i��abi-
tant of the mountain streams, as the most primitive member of Desmognathuso 
Desmognathus monticola also is an aquatic species and probably has evolved 
from the primitive quadra-maculatuso The first evidence of terrestrialism 
is found in Desmognathus fuscus 'Which emerged from a split of monticola. 
Since E• fuscus occupies a more terrestrial niche than monticola, it 
avoids competition with the latter., A montane form of fuscus then gave 
rise to an even more terrestrial fo� carolinensis, which entered the 
colder, more humid niche of the upper elevationso This then leaves only 
the evolution of wrighti, the moot terrestrial of aD. Desmognathus to be 
explained. Hairston ( 1949 )  suggests that it has diverged from .£o ochro-
phaeus and is able to coexist with .£• ,.2o carolinensis by virtue of its 
small size and complete terrestrialism. Hairston adds .further: 
The evolution of the terrestrial series of Desmognathus has been 
viewed as depending for its first step upon a physiological change 
involving the ability to withstand an increased amount of desicca­
tion • •  ., ., The physiological change has in each case been 
followed by morphological ones-more rounded and elongate tail., 
smaller size, loss of vomerine teeth in the male, etc. 
He also makes the interesting observation that as species become more 
terrestrial, they also become more nocturnal and arboreal. 
Oepidus 
Hemidactylium 
Manculus 
Aneides I 
Eurycea 
Ensatina 
I 
Typhlomolge Hydromantes I . Pseudotri ton Plethodon I Batrachoseps 
Typhlo triton 
Gyrinophilus 
Leurognathus 
Desmognathus 
Plethodontid Stock 
FIGURE 4 
PHYI.DGENY OF THE FAMILY PLETHOIX)NTWA'E 
( FROM PiltTT, 1935 )  
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The common ancestor of the Desmognathus and Plethodon-Oedipus 
lines is not known. Hairston and Pope (1948) have reviewed the specia­
tion of the Plethodon group and consider yonahlossee as the most primi­
tive of the group. From it evolved the ancestor of the jordani group 
which subsequently diverged to produce metcalfi and jordanL Members 
of the genus Plethodon are believed to have been among the earliest to 
become specialized for a terrestrial existenceo 
III. THE REGION OF THE STUDY 
The field research for this study was conducted in the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park during the summers of 1960 and 1961. 
Many geological, climatic, and biological factors interact 
within the Great Smokies to produce an unusually diverse environmento 
Undoubtedly the complexity of these factors accounts in part for the 
large number of salamander species found within the Park. These 
factors will not be discussed in detail here since they have been 
described in excellent accounts by many investigatorso 
The vegetation of the Great Smokies, which has received particu­
lar attention because of its complexity� has been described by Cain 
(1935, 1943, 1945) ,  Oosting and Billings (1951 ) ,  and Whittaker (1956 ) .  
Willis King's studies ( 1939� 1944) provide the best survey of the 
herpetology of the Park, while Hairston's work (1949, 1950) adds addi­
tional information on the Plethodontids. Studies of birds have been 
made by Tanner (1955) and Wetmore (1939\while mammals have been studied 
by Komarek and Komarek (1938 ) .  
The geology of the area has been treated by Philip King, et  ala 
(1958 ) and Neuman (1947 ) ,  and climates have been discussed by Shanks 
(1954) .  
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IV. THE COIDR PATTERN OF D. 0. CAROLINENSIS 
It was stated earlier that one important characteristic of all 
va lid mimetic complexes is that the mimics must have a distinctively 
different color pattern from the non-mimetic individuals. 
To test this rule, observations were made on 587 carolinensis 
collected within the par� and descriptions were recorded of the color 
patterns of each. Of the 587 individuals recorded, 151 (26 per cent) 
displayed cheek coloratio� Orange to red patches were present in 139 
(92 per cent) of the total number of colored-cheeked individuals, ten 
were yellow ( 7  per cent ), and two were light gray to white (1 per cent ). 
S� carolinensis were observed which had reduced cheek patches with only 
a slight amount of color showing. Mutational changes in r ed animal pig­
ments to yellow and eventually to white seem to be common (Goldschmidt, 
1940). 
The contrast between the red-cheeked carolinensis and what might 
be considered a normal adult carolinensis has been illustrated in Figures 
1 and 3. It is obvious from these photographs that there is a distinct 
difference between the two forms show� Although not all red-cheeked 
carolinensis deviate as widely from the normal carolinensis as the sala­
mander pictured in Figure 1, it is apparent from the data above, that 
relatively few have the cheek coloration reduced to such a point that 
the red-cheeked individuals would be difficult to differentiate from the 
normal carolinensis. 
The contention that there is a distinct difference between the 
red-chee�ed variants and ·normal carolinensis has received further support 
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from the confusion which existed among early taxonomists as to the proper 
classification of the red-cheeked variantso As has been mentioned 
·earlier, Dunn (1927) first considered these variants a new race before 
Pope (1928) described them accurately as a color variety of carolinensiso 
The term "normal tt is a disturbing term to one familiar with this 
h�ghly variable species. As can be seen in Figures 5 through 13, the 
species varies widely with respect to color and to patterno 
Not
.
only do some of the variants closely resemble jordani, but 
others tend to resemble species of other genera such as Plethodon 
cinereus, Plethodon dorsalis, and to a limited extent, Eurycea bislineata. 
Noble (1931) also has made this observation and has suggested that "the 
integument of Amphibia is limited in the number of possible patterns 
Which it is able to assume and hence the repetition of various patterns 
during evolution.n Other variants closely resemble other members of 
Desmo�athu� such as ochrophaeus, monticola, an d fuscus. 
A complete tabulation of all the variations in the color pattern 
of carolinensis would be a monumental tasko However, a few of the more 
conspicuous variations observed during this study are listed below. 
Although red is mentioned in most cases, other colors such as orange, 
yellow, gray, tan, brown, and rust were often found in the patterns given 
here. 
1. Red on proximal portion of foreleg� .. 
2. Red on proximal portion of all legs. 
3. Red snout. 
4. Red eye lids. 
5. A single large red splotch in middle of dorsum. 
6. Red or yellow post ocular stripe. 
7� Uniform coloration except for dorsal stripe along tail. 
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FIGURE 5 
A COIOR VARIANT OF D. O. CAROLINENSIS 
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FIGURE 6 
A COIDR VARIANT OF TI. £. CAROLINENSIS 
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FIGURE 7 
A COLOR VARD\NT OF _!2. 0. CAROLINENSIS 
FIGURE 8 
A COLOR VARIANT OF D. O. GAROLINENSIS 
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FIGURE 9 
A COI.OR VARIANT OF E_. £. CAROLINENSIS 
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FIGURE 10 
A COlOR VARIANT OF Ro Q. CAROLINENSIS 
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FIGURE ll 
A COLOR VARIANT OF .Q. .Q. CAROLJNENSIS 
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FIGURE 12 
A COIDR VARIANT OF �. Q. CAROLINENSIS 
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FIGURE 13 
A COlOR VARJANT OF D. O. CAROLINENSIS 
8. Broad, red, straight-edged stripe on dors� 
9. Two straight lines down dors� 
10. Black spots on chin and bellyo 
11. Scalloped band along dors1lll1.. 
12. Entire animal light orange in color. 
13. Silver or brassy flecks along sides. 
14. Mottled dorsum of various colors. 
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Methods 
V. THE RANGES OF f. :l.· JORDA!ITI AND D. Q.. CAROLINENSIS 
A characteristic of all valid mimetic complexes is that the mimic 
occurs only where the range of i.ts species overlaps the range of the 
model. Mimics should not appear in areas where sympatry does not exist 
since predators would have no experience with the undesirable character­
istics of the models and thus would not be deceived by forms mimicking 
these models. 
This rule of mimicry was tested first by making collections at 
approximately equal intervals along the east-west axis of the Park in 
an attempt to delimit the range of j ordani within the Park. Observa tiona 
were made from Davenport Gap and Mt. Sterling Gap at the eastern border 
of the Park to Gregory Bald, which is close to the western border. Eleva­
tions, color patterns, snout-vent lengths, and habitats were also recorded 
in this phase of the study. The populations of carolinensis were also 
studied with particular reference to their color pattern and the fre­
quencies of forms resembling jordani were recorded. This phase of the 
research was supplemented by records of the ranges of the two· species 
kept in the National Park muse111n. 
Red-cheeked carolinensis have been reported by numerous investiga­
tors to occur outside the Park. These records in the literature, in 
addition to data supplied by coiTespondence with other investigators, 
have provided evidence for the occurrence and approximate frequency of 
red-cheeked carolinensis outside the Park. 
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Results 
The areas investigated in this study are indicated in Figure 14, 
while the results of these investigations are surmnarized in Table I. 
E• l• jordani was found to range from Mt. Sterling Gap westward to 
Gregory Bald. This is an extension of the range of jordani westward since 
Park records had previously reported it only to Spence Field. The limits 
of its altitudinal range remain from 21750 feet to 6,643 feet. Except in 
the Chimneys-Indian Gay region, jordani was found to be uncommon below 
4,000 feet. The unusual occurrence of this species at 2,750 feet will be 
discussed later. 
Both jordani and carolinensis were found together in seven general 
areas. In four of these areas, red-cheeked carolinensis were also found 
with their supposed models which is what one would expect if this is a 
case of mimicry. The region of Blanket Mt. ( 4, 609 feet), however, is 
particularly interesting since the red-cheeked carolinensis were found 
here but not jordani. Since this situation was unique, the mountain was 
approached first from the Elkmont (northeast) side and later from the 
Tremont (southwest) side by way of J.akes Gap. Thorough searching on both 
sides of the mountain yielded only a small sample of carolinensisp but the 
frequency of red-cheeked carolinensis in this sample was relativelY high 
(25 per cent). !• glutinosus was common in this area and seemed to occupy 
the nichenormally held by jordani at these elevations. Also, the specimens 
of carolinensis found on the Tremont side of the m ountain were unusual in 
that they were found primarily under leaf litter or under logs in drier 
habitats than they normally occupy. .£• fuscusJ which seemed to be more 
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AREAS SANPLED FOR P, J, JORDANI AND 
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TABLE I 
TirE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF P� J. JORDANI AND D. O. CAROL�SIS 
IN FODR'I'EEN AREAS OF 'l'HE GREA.T SMOKY MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK 
-- -- - ·---
Locality 
Mt.. Sterling Gap to Fire Tower 
Davenport Gap toward_Mt. Cammerer 
Round Bottom to Hyatt's Ridge 
Hiking Club Cabin toward Brushy Mt. 
Newfound Gap_to Charlies �union 
Chimneys Overlook toward Indian Gap 
Forney Parking Lot to Andrew's Bald. 
Fighting Creek Gap to Cove Mt. 
Rlkrnont to Blanket Mt. 
Tremont to Jake's Gap 
Cades Cove to Spence Field 
Cades Cove-to Little Bald 
Road to Rich Kt. Fire Tower 
Cades Cove to Gregory Bald 
Elevation 
3, Boo to 5, 100 
2, 000 to 4, 700 
3, 160 to 5, 000 
2, 100 to L�, o5o 
5, 200 to 5, 900 
3, 750 to 4, 250 
6, 300 to 5, B5o 
2, 300 to 4, 000 
2, 5oo to 4,150 
1, Boo to 4, ooo 
2, 300 to 4, Boo 
2, 300 to 4, Boo 
2, 300 to 3, 5oo 
2, 300 to 4, 750 
Number Number 
of of 
jordani carolinensis 
5 10 
0 9 
5 45 
3 7 
B 22 
3 38 
6 13 
0 0 
0 6 
0 6 
9 2 
1 0 
0 0 
1 0 
Number of 
red-cheeked 
carolinensis 
1 
0 
0 
4 
5 
B 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
'-'-' 
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common than carolinensis at all elevations, was found in the seepage areas 
at higher elevations normally associated with carolinensis. 
Another interesting finding in this phase of the field study was 
the absence of red-cheeked carolinensis in the Hyatt ' s  Ridge area. This 
region has been described by Hairston (1950 ) as a zone of intergradation 
between .!:• i• jordani and f• l• metcalfi. The Plethodons found in this 
area did present a confus ing array of characteristics which included 
thos e  of jordani and metcalfi. However, five red-cheeked Plethodons 
were found which could be positively identified as the subspecies jordani 
and had no characteristics of metcalfi. £. 2.• carolinensis were abundant 
in the area, but none of the forty-five individuals observed had red 
cheeks. 
The presence of red-cheeked carolinensis outside the range of 
jordani has been reported by several investigators. The red-cheeked 
variants have been reported from the areas given in Table IL 
If this is a case of mimicry, the frequent occurrence of red­
cheeked carolinensis outside the range of jordani is inexplicable except 
by chance. As was noted above, the situation occurred within the Park at 
Blanket Mountain, where three red-cheeked individuals were found in a 
small sample of twelve carolinensis, also on Wayah Bald in North Carolina, 
where four of eleven carolinensis (36 per cent)  collected >vere red-cheeked. 
The samples are too small, however, to provide an accurate estimate of 
the frequency of the red-cheeked variants in these areas. 
The presence of "mimics11 in lmv frequencies outside the range of 
jordani does not seem to conflict 1oTith the hypothesis of mimicry 
TABLE II  
RECORDS OF RED-CHEEKED CAROLINENSIS OCCURR ING 
OUTSmE THE RANGE OF f . .  :I_. JORDANI 
Location 
Wayah Bald, North Carolina 
Wayah Bald, North Carolina 
Wayah Bal� North Carolina 
Highlands, North Carolina 
Highlands and Vicinity, North Carolina 
Highlands and Vicinity, North Carolina 
Nellie, North Carolina (Haywood County) 
Black Mountains, North Carolina 
Warwoman Dell# Georgia 
Reported by 
Brimley 
. -
Pope 
Huheey 
(192B ) 
(192B)  
(1961) 
and Brandon 
Brimley (192B) 
Gordon 
Hairston (1949 ) 
Brimley (192B ) 
Hairston (1949)  
Huheey ( 1961) 
. and Brandon 
Elevation 
5, 200 
5, 200 
5, 150 
3, Boo 
3, Boo 
? 
? 
Frequency 
of 
"Mimicsn 
2 of ? 
2 of 7 
2 of 4 
? 
Probably less 
than 1% 
3 of 63 
? 
2 of 300 
? 
w 
--.3 
(Huheeyp 1960 ). One would expect the nmtant gene or genes for the red­
cheeked condition to be passed to populations outside the range of 
jordani if the populations of carolinensis are continuous or were con­
tinuous·· during the time the mimetic pattern was being evolved. Ho-t-rever� 
the frequency of the mimetic pattern could not be high since predation 
pressure upon the mimics would be as great as that upon non-mimetics. 
The frequency of red-cheeked carolinensis in the region of Highlands, 
North Carolina, reported by Gordon and Hairston, seems to be of the magni­
tude one would expect if the manifestation of this characteristic resulted 
from gene flow from the Smokies. However, the elevation of these collec­
ting sites reported in Table II may be important factors in the frequency 
of the "misplaced mimics. " This point will be considered in greater 
detail later. 
Earlier it was mentioned that some investigators feel that 
carolinensis not only mimics jordani in the Great Smokies but also 
mimics the red-legged salamander, �· ,j_. shennani, of the Nantahala 
Mountains in North Carolina. Since Wayah Bald is located within the 
restricted range of shennani, it seems unusual that no re d-legged 
carolinensis have been reported from this area although three different 
investigators have found red-cheeked carolinensis in the region. Bishop 
(1947) mentioned that he received a series of red-legged carolinensis 
collected from Tusqui tee Bal� which is within the range of shermanio 
However.ll no mention was made of the frequency of this variant in the 
regio� Brimley (1928 ) originally described this red-legged variation 
in carolinensis from an individual collected in Haywood County� North 
Carolina. This is outside the range of shennanio 
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Of the 587 carolinens is recorded as to color pattern in this study9 
twelve were found to ha ve red legs. All of these observations wer e made 
within the ' Great Smokies. Eleven of these had only red . forelegs, while 
one had splotche s of red on the proximal portion of all legs. This low 
frequency (2 per cent) is what one would expect for mimics outside the 
range of their models. However1 if it can b e  shown that the frequencr.y 
of red-legged carolinensis is also low within the range of shemani, 
while the frequency of red-cheeked carolinens is is high at upper eleva­
tions outside the range of j ordani, then mimicry s eems to be a poor 
hypothes is for this resemblance between unrelated species. 
In testing the s econd es tablished rule of mimicry that resembling 
forms must o ccupy the same area, it has been found that exceptions to 
this rule exis t in the supposed carolinensis-jordani mimetic complex. 
Thes e  exceptions exist bo th within the Park and outside the Park. Gene 
flow could account for a low frequency of mimics outside the range of the 
models. However, the data indicate here that in s ame ins tances the r ed­
cheeked carolinensis may be in higher frequencies outside the range of 
jordani than one would expect from such a diffusion of genes. This 
would indicate then that some factor other than mimicry is involved in 
the evolution of the cheek coloration in carolinensis. 
Methods 
VI. DETERMINATION OF THE RELA TDJE ABUNDANCE OF 
THE SUPPOSED MDUCS AND MODElS 
It has been sugges ted that the slime exuded by jordani may be 
the unpalatable characteristic which reduces the predation pressure 
upon this supposed model (Huheey, 1960 ). Since carolinens is does not 
possess this characteristic or any other perceivable undes irable 
feature, it seems that, if this is mimicry, it would be Batesian mimicry. 
In order for mimicry to be effective in presumed Bates ian mimetic 
complexes, the mimic must be rare as compared to the model. Also, if 
mimicry does exis t among resembling forms, a high population dens ity of 
models should support relatively high frequencies of mimics within the 
mimicking species. It should be possible then to find a correlation 
between the frequency of red-cheeked carolinens is in the total carolinen­
� population ani the density of the jordani population in a given area. 
These two requisites of the mimicry hypo thes is were tested 1n 
this study by s ampling the carolinensis and jordani populations at various 
elevations. Eight belt transects weTe used in this sampling and were 
placed at elevations ranging from 2, 950 feet to 5, 350 fee� It was found 
that it was impossible to space these transects at equal altitudinal 
intervals s ince suitable sites could not always be found at the desired 
elevation. 
The transects were usually placed along dry gullies and varied in 
length depending upon the suitability of the area. 
twelve quadrats were picked at random for sampling. 
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In all transects, 
Each quadrat was 
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twenty-five feet by twenty-five feet and was pla ced in the gully in such 
a manner t.ha t. the gully was included in the quadrat with the remai n.der 
of the quadrat extending onto the forest flooro Where the gullies were 
deep� the width o f  the gully and only one side of the gully were included 
in the quadratso It might seem that this metho d would favor the collec­
tion of large numb ers of carolinensis whil e few jordani would b e  sampled., 
S:ln-:>.e the gullies averaged approximately nine feet in width, the re= 
mainder of the quadrat extended far enough onto the forest floor to 
insure adequa te s ampling of jordanio This method also seems j us tified 
since jordani were often found in the gullieso 
The limits of the square quadrats were s e t  by a heavy cordo The 
cord was marked off in feet so that the salamanders could b e  recorded 
in respect to their dis tan ces from the gullyo 
All of the transects were placed in the general area betwe en 
Indian Gap and the Chimneys Campg:roundo Data recorded in this s tudy 
included elevations, species collecte� color pa tterns� snout-vent 
lengths9 habitat descriptions, distances from the gully, and general 
des cri.p·t;ions of the areas within the quadrato An aneroid altimeter was 
used in determining elevationsG 
Description of � Transects 
Trans ect number one was located at Indian Gap, the type locality 
of Po io jcrdani. The vegetation type of the area is spruce-firo The 
transect followed an eroded gully which varied in width but averaged 
approximately s even fee t  ir. widtho Flat rocks» a few boulders, and 
fallen t.rees were found throughout the length of the gully, while the 
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remainder of the transect extended onto the moss-covered forest floor. 
A1 though the gully was primarily dry when sampled, a few springs fed it 
in places. The transect had a southwest exposure and was located at an 
elevation of ,, 200 feet. 
The s econd transect s ampled was also located at Indian Gap and 
paralleled the first. ·It also ran the length of a dry gully and extended 
from the Appalachian Trail to the Indian Gap-Chimneys trail. The descrip-
tion of the first transect also applies to this transect except that the 
gully was approximately three fee� wide in the s econd transect. The 
carolinensis sampled in these two transects were found primarily under 
rocks in the gullies, but some were found under bark and logs on the 
forest floor which is typical of ' the jordani habitat. 
Transect number three was the leas t pro ductive of the eight 
transects sample� It followed the Indian Gap-Chimneys trail at an 
elevation of 4, 3,0 fee t and had a northwest exposure. Rhododendron 
thickets and dry conditions along the trail seemed to be the causes for 
the small number of salamanders colleoted from this transect. 
The fourth transect sampled was at 3,800 feet and followed a 
gully which had flowing water at the t;i.me the sampling was conducts� 
The slopes of this northwest facing transect were characterized by many 
seepage areas. D. f. fuscus �nd D. quadr�-maculatus were abundant in 
- - - j ' 
thes e  wet habitats, while the spec�ens of carolinens is collected were 
found away from the gully in drier habitats. Rhododendron maximum and 
. .  . .  
Leucothoe editorum interfered with optimum habitat conditions for 
jordani in some areas. The gully varied in width from five feet at 
the upper portion of the transect to fifteen feet at the b ase of the 
trans e�t. The tree s t1•atum of this area cons isted primar ily of Betula 
alleghaniensis and Tilia heterophyllao 
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Transect number fivej) located at 3, 900 fee t, was more uniform 
throughout its length than the previous transect and seemed to o ffer 
nearly optimum habitat conditions for iordani and carolinens is at this 
elevation4 The transect was s imil ar to o thers in that it followed a 
spring-fed gully on a shel tered slope. The . fores t type could best be 
described as cove-hardwood with Aesculus octandra and Betula alleghanien­
!1.!2. predominatingo The pres ence o f  fuscus and quadra-maculatus in the 
wet gully of this transect undoubtedly accounts in part for carolinens is 
being r e s tricted to the terres trial habitat normally associated with 
.1_ordan� The transect had a northeas tern exposure. 
Transect numb er six extended from the Indian Gap-Chimneys trail 
near the Wes t  Prong of the Little Pigeon R iver and followed ano ther 
eroded gully. The gully carried only run-off water and was dry through­
out its length at the time of sampling. This trans ect was located at an 
elevation of 31 600 fee t  and had a western exposure. Tsuga canadensis, 
Tilia heterophlll�, and Aesculus octandra dominated the tree s tratum. 
Rhododendr'?,!! max:lmum also was connnon along the rocky slopes of the gully. 
The �illy varied in width from four feet to eight fee t. 
Transects s even and eight were located in the vicin:i.ty of the 
Chimneys Campground and were parallel to each o the r. Since they were 
s:tmilar,p they w ill be considered together. Both were located at an 
ele·vation of approximately 3.1) 000 feet in rock-s trewn gullies. The 
gullies were deeply cut and were generally wider than the others sample� 
Both transects were nearly ideal habitat areas for the two species of 
salamanders. The slopes of the gullies w ere covered with rocks twelve 
to eighteen inches in diameter, and the fores t  floor had a thick leaf 
litter on top of two to three inches of soil. Fallen trees and tree 
branches were common in the area sample� The forest type could again 
be classified as cove-hardwood with Tsuga, Aesculus, and Tilia pre­
dominating., 
These two transects were unique in that they yielded the greatest 
number of jordani of all transects sampled. This is unusual since the 
elevation is at the lower altitudinal limit of jordani. The entire cove 
seemed atypical of this elevation. Desmognathus wright� a salamander 
normally restricted to higher elevations, was found in these transects, 
while fuscusp a species common at lower elevations, was not found. The 
carolinensis sampled here were more melanistic than those in other areas. 
This is a characteris tic of the species at upper elevations. The vegeta­
tion of this area was not sampled, but it is suspected 'that it too would 
include species found primarily in northern hardwood or spruce-fir 
forest types. 
The findings from this area, then, strongly support the contention 
that generalizations regarding the fauna and flora at various elevations 
may be misleading and that factors such as . cold air drainage or exposure 
may offset other factors correlated with altitudinal differences. 
Results 
The data obtained from sampling the eight transects are summarized 
in Table III. 
TABLE III 
RElATIVE ABUNDANCE OF_ :JORDANI, NON-MIMETIC CAROLINENSIS, 
AND MIMETIC CAROLJNENSJS IN EIGHT TRANSECTS 
Per cent of - - - - - Numbers of salamanders Per cent of �?mimics89 in 
Transect Po j o j.. p .. o .. Co j£rdani i.'1 Do o .. c� 
Number Locality Elevation Models M:iini'cs· Noncomimetics Transect population 
' 
1 Indian Gap 5� 200 21 9 41 29 .. 6 18� 0 
2 Indian Gap 5� 200 21 9 36 31o 8 20., 0 
3 Iridian Gap to 
Chimneys trail 4, 350 6 5 19 20., 0 20., 8 
5 Indian Gap to 
Chimneys trail 3, 925 15 20 77 13., 4 20., 6 
4 Indian Gap to 
Chimneys trail 31 825 8 12 43 12., 7 21., 8 
6 Indian Gap to 
Chimneys trail 3, 600 27 9 24 45o O  27. 3 
7 Chimiley8 
qampground 3� ooo 62 22 39 5o. o 36 .. 1 
8 Chllnneys 
Qampgr_ound 2, 950 _ . 56 42. 5o 37 o 8 46., 7 
� 
The data concerning the r elative numbers of jordani and red­
cheeked carolinensis are graphically illustrated in Figure 15. In six 
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of the eight transects the number of red-cheeked carolinensis was less 
than the number of models. It should be remembered that if Batesian 
mimicry is to be effective, the mimics should be rare as compared to the 
modelso Transects three, four, five, and eight undoubtedly do not meet 
this basic rule of mimicry. The others would be questionable depending 
upon one's interpretation of the term 11rare. 11 If the numbers of mimics 
in the questionable transects are expressed as percentages of the total 
jordani-red-cheeked carolinensis population, these values for transects 
one, two, six, and seven are 30 per cent, · 30 per cent, 25 per cent, and 
26 per cent, respectively. It se�ms unlikely that a mimic which is one­
third as plentiful as its model co�ld be considered rare in the populatio� 
Before drawing definite 90n9lusions concerning the validity of the 
mimicry hypothesis as it r elates to this rule, an important point should 
be considere� In general, it may be stated that the number of mimics 
in any Batesian mimetic complex should be low to have an effective 
mimetic relationship. However, it must be borne in mind that the effec­
tiveness of mimicry does not have to be 100 per cent in order to give 
the mimetic individuals a selective advantage over non-mimetics and that 
the effectiveness of mimicry will tend to vary inversely with the mimic­
model ratio (Huheey, 1960 ). The number of mimics which can be effectively 
supported by models in a mimetic complex seems to depend upon two important 
factors (Brower, 1960). Firs� the distastefulness of the model is 
important in educating predators. If the undesirable quality is extremely 
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obnoxious, predators would be discouraged from experimenting with the 
mimetic individuals and a high proportion of mimics could exist in a 
complex and still gain survival value. Also, the degree of resemblance 
be��een mimic and model would determine the frequency of predator decep­
tion. If the resemblance were poor, most predators would not be de­
ceived and the mortality rate among m:lmics would be high. 
Brm.rer (1960) has experimentally tested the problem of mimic pro­
portions as they relate to the effectiveness of mimicry and has found 
that in near perfect mimetic complexes, where the model is extremely 
distasteful and the resemblance beween model and mimic is perfect, the 
complex can actually support more mimics than models and still be 
effective. 
Therefore, before one can conclude with certainty whether the 
number of red-cheeked carolinensis found in this study are in reasonable 
proportions to the number of jordani, to satisfy the hypothesis of 
relative rareness, it seems essential to know : ( 1 )  the degree of un­
palatability possessed by jordani, ( 2 )  the effectiveness of the mimetic 
pattern in deceiving the predator, ( 3) the proven natural predator which 
ean be used in testing (1)  and ( 2 ). 
It was mentioned earlier that, if mimicry is operating bemeen 
carolinensis and jordani, there should be a direct correlation bemeen 
the density of jordani in an area and the frequency of red-cheeked 
individuals in the carolinensis population in the same area. To test 
this, the number of jordani found in each transect was plotted against 
the per cent of carolinensis having the mimetic pattern. The regression 
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line fitted to these data indicates a pos itive correlation as is shown 
in F igure 16. 
Since the samples in this s tudy were of unequal s izes, tests of 
s ignificance based upon percentages were not valid. To avoid this, a 
chi-square test was employed in which the absolute numbers of red­
cheeked carolinensis and normal carolinensis were use� The null hypoth­
esis in this analysis was that the proportion of red-cheeked individuals 
in the carolinens is population was independent of the frequency of 
jordani and of any o ther factor. The probability that the frequency of 
red-cheeked carolinensis is independent of the proportion of jordani in 
the transects or of any o ther factor was found to be less than o. oo5 
(xf. = 26. 15, d. f  . .. 7 ). 
This indicates, then, that some factor or factors is responsible 
for a positive correlation between these two sets of values� This factor 
could be mimicry, but o ther factors in the environment could not be dis­
counted as pos sibly influencing the frequency of jordani and red­
cheeked carolinensis in the same area. 
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VII. FEEDING EXPERD1ENTS 
In the study of any suspected mimicry complex» the determination 
of a natural predator which discriminates be�veen the supposed mimics 
and non�etics is of utmost importance. Many other criteria of valid 
mimetic complexes have their exceptions which make a conclusive decision 
difficult or imposs ible. However, if one could .ascertain the natural 
predators of the models and mimics by field observation or s tomach analyses 
and then prove the discriminating behavior of this predator, he then 
could greatly strengthen any decis ion concerning the supposed mimetic 
complex. Such an approach was attempted in this study. 
Hairston (1949 ) has stated that " salamanders are fed upon by 
almost any carnivorous species that is able to catch them. 11 Furthermore, 
the salamande.rs themselves seem to feed upon any organism that is within 
a reasonable s ize range. This implies that many predators could be con­
sidered potential predators upon carolinensis and jordani. However, in 
considering the altitudinal ranges, activity time, stomach analyses, and 
field observations of the predators1 the list of logical predators was 
narrowed down to Thamnophis sirtalis sirtalis, Blarina brevicauda� 
Gyrinophilus danielsi, and ·nesmognathus quadra-maculatus. These pre&­
ators · were used in feeding experiments to determine their ability to 
discriminate between jordani and red-cheeked and normal carolinens is. 
Thamnophis sirtalis s irtalis 
Thamnophis sirtalis s irtalis, the eastern garter snake, has been 
reported by King (1939 ) to range from 1, 000 feet to 6, 000 feet in the 
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Grea t  Smokieso This garter snake was obs erved during th is s tudy at 
elevations as high as 5, 200 feete In personal correspondence� R. Eo 
Gordon has rela ted two accounts of garter snakes disgorging Ko i• 
melaventris.-- This salamander is sufficiently s imilar to �· l• jordani 
for one to conclude that Thamnophis undoubtedly is a natural predator 
upon j ordani. 
Prel:illlinary feeding exper:illlents were fir s t  a ttempted with 
�ophis to determine the ir feeding b ehavior toward jordani and 
carolinensis. Five snakes were us ed in this phase of the experimenta­
tion. The snakes were k ept in glass laboratory cages until the time of 
feeding. At that time a snake was isola ted from the o thers and pre sented 
a normal carolinens iso ASter the s nake exhibited some feeding response 
to this salamander, a jordani was then presented,. Following this, a 
· jordani and normal carolinensis were presen ted s :ilnul taneously at equaJ. 
dis tances from the snake to determine a pos s ible preference in the 
feeding b ehavior of the snake. In the firs t feeding trials� all s nakes 
ate all salaman ders introduced and showed no preference b etween specie s� 
When the two species of salamanders were presented simultaneously to the 
snake, the snake invariably attacked an d ate the fir s t  salamander which 
moved. The s iz e  of the s alamanders did no t seem to b e  a factor in thes e  
exper:ilnents. The second feeding trial was conduc ted s ix days later. In 
this trial, three snakes exhibited the same feeding responses to the 
salamanders as were rec6rded during the first trail. Two of the snakes, 
however, failed to eat any of the s alamanders intro duced. Within a week 
these two snakes had died,. Two weeks from the la s t  trial, a third snake 
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died. At the time it was not knmm whether thes e snakes died as a result 
of deleterious qualities posses sed by the salamanders or whether some 
other factor was responsible for their deathso 
The death of a predator from eating an undesirable prey would in 
no way add to or detract from the effectiveness of the mimetic complex 
and thus would not have an important bearing upon determining the effec­
tiveness of mimicry 1.Jith that predator.. However, if certain deleterious 
characteristics of prey could be demons trated, it would be pos sible that 
other predators with better sensory perception would be aware of the 
undesirable factor and thus would avoid the prey. , For this reason, a 
second experiment was designed to demons trate possible deleterious 
qualities of either jordani or carolinens iso 
In this second feeding experimen� twelve snakes were divided into 
two groups with s ix  snakes being fed only carolinensis and s ix  only 
jordanL The snakes were fed two salamanders at each feeding and were 
fed once a week for five weeks.. During this time two snakes died., One 
died from unknown causes while the o ther was des troyed after it developed 
a fungus infection on the upper j aw and could no t eat.. Bo th of thes e  
snakes were in the group which fed only o n  carolinensiso It seem$ unlikely 
that the death of a single snake could be attributed to its prey. It is 
poss ible tha t the snakes in the first feeding experiments may have died 
from excessive heat since the room in which they were kept became quite 
hot during the afternoons. 
A final s eries of feeding experiments was conducted. with Thamnophis 
as the predator. The experimental des ign of these experiments was 
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patterned after that of Brower (1958; a, b, c) .  Eight snakes were used 
in these experiments ; four were used as controls and four were used as 
experimentals. The experimental animals differed from the control animals 
in that the former v.rere given jordani and normal carolinensis, while the 
controls were given red-cheeked carolinensis and normal carolinens is. 
Each snake was fed two salamanders at each trial. A random number 
table 1vas used to determine the order of presentation of  salamanders. 
An odd m;unber drawn at random meant that a jordani was to be fed first 
and was to be followed by a normal carolinens is. An even number chosen 
at random indicated tha t a normal carolinensis was to be introduced first. 
The same method was used in feeding the controls except that red-cheeked 
carolinensis replaced the jordani. Thus a single salamander was pre­
sented to the garter snake at a time and was followed by a second after 
the snake had had ample time to exhibit some pattern of behavior toward 
the firs t  salamander. 
The four patterns of behavior used in these feeding experiments 
includedc eaten, (E) ; killed or seriously inj ured, (K) ; bitten but not 
seriously injured, (B) ; and not touched, (NT).  By "not seriously injured, " 
it is meant that the animal would probably be able to survive and reproduce 
under natural conditions, 
In Brower ' s  s tudies of ·the Monarch-Viceroy butterfly complex., 
models (Monarchs ) and non-mimetics (Papilio glaucus and f• palamedes ) 
were fed to an exp erimental group of four Florida j ays, while non­
mimetics and mimics (Viceroys ) were fed in couplets to a control group 
of four birds. After the experimental birds had established a reliable 
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pattern of behavior of rej ecting the models, mimics 1-vere then presented 
to them. The results of this study showed that the experimental birds 
did not eat any of the models presented to them. When the mimics were 
subs tituted for the mo dels at intervals, they also were no t eaten. The 
no�·mimetic� when fed in couplets with either the models or the mimics, 
were eaten in every trial. The behavior of the predators in the se  experi­
ments thus indica ted that the mimetic complex was effective >vhen expos ed 
to predation by Florida j ays under laboratory conditions. 
The results of this serie s of feeding experiments with Thamnophis 
are g iven in Figur es 17 and 18. It can b e  seen that the predators were 
rel atively consis tent in eating all salamanders presented to them. 
Snakes C-10, C-12, E-2, and E-6 all failed to attack the s alamanders at 
some time during the trials. It seems, however, that there were factors 
involved in this failure to eat other than any dis tas teful quality of a 
particular salamander. Snake C-10 was blind ( shedding its skin) during 
the sixth trial. Snake C-12 stopped eating at the third trial and was 
replaced qy another snake (C-1)  after the s ixth trial. If this failure 
to eat denoted a reaction to unpalatable food and if the snakes could 
discriminate between the salamanders, one would expect a snake to eat 
the normal carolinens is and rej ect the jordani in a single trial. As 
can be seen from Figure 18, this did not happen. Both salamanders were 
always rej ected when the snakes did not eat. In trials s even and eight, 
red-aheeked carolinensis were substituted for models in the experimental 
group. Although no pattern of behavior warranted this switch, it 1-ras 
done merely as an attempt to no te any change in behavior of the predators 
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not expected under the :r·ules of mimicry. The red-cheeked carolinensis 
were eaten as readily as the other salamanderso 
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In these studies with garter snakes, the tNo species of salamanders 
e.xhibited conspicuously different defer..se mechanisms. The carclinensis 
were much more aggressive than jordani and often bit. the upper j a1,r of the 
snakes. This s ame aggressive b e'h.avior was often no ted when eollectL"lg 
the salamar.ders. The tails of earolinensis also broke off much more 
readily 1..rhen attacked than did those of jordani. However, none of t.hese 
mech��isms seemed to be effective in preventing predation lUlder labora­
tory conditions. 
In summarizing these feeding experiments, it seems that one can 
conelude with certaii1ty that Tham.':lophis does not discr:L-rni.."late between 
the supposed models, mimics, and no:n-mimetics. Thus if mimicry does 
exist between these two species of salamanders, the mimicry is not effec­
"tive when the s alamanders are preyed upon by Thamnophis sirtalis sirtalis 
in captivity. 
Blarina brevicauda 
It is known that shrews feed at least in part upon salamanders. 
�larina brevicau� the large short-tailed shrew, would seem to be the 
mos t  logical species to test as a predator s ince it is the largest of 
shrews and also is abundant in the ranges of jordani and carolinensis 
(Komarek and Komarek, 193B )e  
Aluminum Sherman live traps were used to trap Blarina in the 
Great Smoky Mountains at Indian Gap (51 300 feet), Greenbrier Cove 
( 2, 400 feet), and in a cove near ·(;he West Fork of the Little Pigeon 
River ( 3, 200 feet) .  Shrews were caught in the la tter two areas. 
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The first shrew captured was used in preliminary feeding experi­
ments to determine whether it could be cons idered a predator upon 
salam�nders and to determine a suitable feeding program from its be­
havior. In these experiments, the shrew was placed in a glas s  aquarium 
(9�n x 9�11 x 17!" ) wh ich had been divided into two compartments. A 
n�s t of leaf litter was prepared in one compartment. The o ther compart­
ment served as a feeding chamber and had no leaf litter in it. One 
jordarii and one normal carolinens is of approximately equal s ize were 
secured by three inch strings to a board at the far end of the feeding 
chamber. Strings of this length were used to enable the salamanders to 
display possible defense me chanisms. It was necessary to secure the 
salamanders s ince the shrew would drag the salamanders back to its nest 
and eat them unnoticed. The shrew reache d  the feeding chamber through 
ap opening in the partition equidis tant between the two salamanders. 
The position of the salamanders (right or left side ) was picked at ran­
dom for each trial. 
Nineteen feeding trials were conducted with this shrew. Of 
seventeen observed trials, carolinensis was attacke d  and killed first 
nine times, and jordani was attacked and killed first eight times. 
Twice the shrew attacked and killed the salamanders unno ticed. During 
these trials the shrew exhib ited no ability to discriminate between the 
two species of salamanders and seemed to attack the firs t s alamander it 
came upon. If the shrew attacked the tail of jordani, it was obviously 
disturbed by the slime which exuded from the tail. Its usual behavior 
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p�ttern after such an encounter was to withdraw, shake its hea� and rub 
its snout with its forelegs. However, invariably the shrew returned to 
the hea� of the jordani and began eating at this point. At no time did 
the shrew fail to kill and partially eat the jordan i. During four trials 
the shrew ate all of tne jordani except the tail. During the other 
�rials, both salamanders were eaten in entirety. 
The shrew exhibited other behavior patterns which are of interest. 
Shortly after its capture, the shrew was fed recently killed Pero�cus, 
earthworm�, and various types of insect� It normally ate one Pero�cus 
per day. After feeding exper:ilnents were initiated, however, the shrew 
see�ed to prefer the salamanders and rej ected the mice. 
The shrew seemed to have very poor vision and to rely almost 
en,tirely upon olfactory perception of the prey. Immediately after a 
salamander was placed in the cage, the shrew became excite� actively 
sniffed the cage, and ran around the cage until it found the salamander. 
Upo� finding the salamander, the shrew would bite it, withdraw, and then 
attack again. This was repeated several times until the salamander was 
killed. 
Af�er preliminary feeding experiments had been concluded, more 
elaborate experiments with six Blarina were conducted following Brower's 
experimental des ign. The shrews were caged in two large glass aquaria. 
Again, each shrew had access to bvo compartments, one a nesting compart­
ment and the other a feeding chamber. A small amount of wood shavings 
was used as 'nest  material so the shrews could not conceal themselves. 
It was soon found that collecting enough natural food for six 
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shrews for feeding between trials was a prodigious task. Because of this, 
the shrews were gradually shifted to a diet cons is ting of one part raw 
hamburger and one part oatmeal. The shrews would eat this mixture but 
seemed to prefer natural foods. This hamburger mixture was kept in the 
cages of the shrews at all times. 
The same feeding procedure was followed with Blarina as was used 
with Thamnophis. Three shrews were used as controls and three s erved 
as experimentals. The salamanders used in this series o f  experiments, 
however, were not tied but ins tead were merely dropped into the feeding 
chamber. The results of these feeding experiments are given in Figures 
19 and 20. 
Shrews of the control group (Figure 19 ) performed as one would 
expect. Since these animals had had no experience with jordani, one 
would not expect them to rej ect the red-cheeked carolinensis. In the 
experimental group, however, none of the shrews failed to kill the 
jordani at any trial. If these animals were aware of some undesirable 
characteristic in the jordani and if they could dis tinguish jordani 
from the normal carolinens is, one would expect the shrews to rej ect the 
supposed models after the first few trials. In Brower' s studies, the 
predators established a cons istent pattern of behavior of rej ecting 
the model. After such a behavior pattern was es tablished, the mimics 
were then introduced. They too were rej ected. 
In this study, red-cheeked carolinensis were introduced to the 
experimentals in place of jordani in trials nine, ten, thirteen, and 
sixteen to determine possible discrimina tion between jordani and 
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red-cheeked carolinensis by the shrews. As was noted with Thamnophis, 
the red cheeked carolinensis were eaten as readily as the jordan� 
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It is obvious that Blarina does not discriminate between jordani 
and either the red-cheeked or normal carolinensis. It has been demon­
strated that the slime of jordani in some ins tances does disturb Blarina, 
but the undesirability of th is characteristic is not great enough to pre­
vent predation· under laboratory conditions. Even if Blarina did rej ect 
jordani because of the slime, it is extremely doubtful that the red­
cheeked carolinens is would be rej ected also because the apparently poor 
vision of the predator would probably prevent it from recognizing the 
s imilarities between the supposed model and the supposed mimic. 
Gyrinophilus danielsi danielsi and Desmognathus quadra-maculatus 
Several investigators have reported that the two primitive sala­
manders, Q• danielsi and �o quadra-maculatus, prey upon jordanio Huheey 
(1961) has reported an obs ervation of quadra-maculatus disgorging a 
jordani. J .  T. Wood has made observations (personal correspondence ) of 
danielsi disgorging jordani. During this study, it was noted that both 
quadra-maculatus and danielsi often fed upon carolinensis and 'jordani 
when kept for a time with these species in collecting containers. 
Feeding experiments were conducted with danielsi and quadra-­
maculatus to test the ir discriminating ability between jordani and 
normal carolinens is. These two predators were placed w ith carolinensis 
and jordani in screen cages which had sloping tin strips along the tops 
of the cages to prevent the es cape of salamanders. Each cage measured 
18ll x 18tt x 2411 and was placed on the forest floor at Indian Gap in the 
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Great Smokies. The bottoms of the cages were covered with moss. Ten 
g,uadra-maculatus were placed in one cage with s ix jordani and s:L"'{ carol­
inensis. The same number of jordani and normal carolinensis were placed 
in the o ther cage with ten danielsia All carolinens is and jordani were 
of approximately equal size� 
These cages were observed at intervals of approximate� five days 
to determine the number of s alamanders eaten and to add more salamanders 
to replace thos e eaten. From Augus t 4 to August 27, quadra-maculatus 
ate eight jordani and six carolinensis. During this interval of time, 
daniels i  ate fourteen jordani and twelve carolinensis. 
It was interes ting to note that thos e jordani and carolinensis 
which rema ined in the cages at the e nd of the five-day period usually 
had no tails. Evidently autotomy is a more effec tive defense mechanism 
against large salamanders than with other predators. 
These data indicate that danielsi and �uadra-maculatus are un­
doubtedly natural preda-tors upon jo!"dani and carolinens is. However, it 
appears that these predators are similar to the o ther predators tested 
in that they display no discrimination between jordani and carolinensis. 
Preliminary �eding ��eriments with Other Predators 
Numerous small mammals were live-trapped while efforts were being 
made to capture Blarina. These mammals included Pero�scus leucopus, 
Pero!JJY!3cus nuttalli, Pero!!lYSCUS gossyp:inus, Peromyscus manicu.latus, and 
ClethrionoffiYS gapperL Of these, maniculatus and gapperi seemed to be 
most  common within the range of jordani. Both of these species are 
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primarilY herbivorous� but it was decided to tes t  these animals in pre­
liminary fee ding experiments to determine the po ss :ibility of their being 
natural predators upon j ordani and carolinensis� 
Six maniculatus were placed in a laboratory cage and were pre­
s ented both species of salamanders. Eleven feeding trials were conducted 
and in only �To of these trials did the mice feed upon the s alamanders. 
In the sixth trial9 after being s tarved for twen ty-four hours, the manicu­
latus ate one jordani but no t the carolinens is. In the ninth trial9 the 
mice ate another jordani and 'the tail of carolinensis. In the other 
trials� the characteristic behavior of the mice was to ignore the s ala­
manders after they had been briefly examine� When other foo d  was placed 
in the cage with the mice» they began feeding immediately. Additional 
feeding trials were not conducted, s ince the mice did not seem to be 
natural predators. 
The feeding behavior of four Q. gapperi tested was much like that 
of maniculatus, although gapperi seemed to be much more secretive and 
seldom would leave their nes ts when salamanders were presented. They 
s eemed to feed only in darknesso Eleven trials were also conducted with 
thes e  red-backed mice. In the s eventh trial, after wenty-four hours 
of. starvation, the mice ate the tail, hind legs, and part of the abdomen 
of a jor·dani and all parts of a carolinensis ex:cept the abdomen. In the 
eighth trial, the tail of a jordani was eaten. This feeding occurred 
unno ticed during the nighto In all other trials the salamanders we�e not 
touched. It was concluded f"t"om these trials that gapperi was not an 
important natural predator. 
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During this s tudy an attempt was also made to detect possible 
bird predation upon salamanders under natural conditionso Robert E� 
Gordon has reported (personal correspondence ) a field obs ervation of a 
brown thrasher ( Toxostoma rufum rufum) which attacked and carried off 
a �o io melaventris at Highlands, North Carolina. Between attacks upon 
the salamander by the bird, Dr., Gordon was able to identify the sala� 
mander and reported that the melaventris had received three wounds which 
11-vmuld have led to its ultimate death o " 
A screen cage (4 ' x 4 '  x 1 ' ) was constructed which was similar 
in design to those used in the danielsi and quadra-maculatus feeding 
experimentso The cage was placed at Indian Gapo Moss, small rocks, 
and about one inch of soil 'were placed in the cage to approximate natural 
conditionso On July 28, twelve jordani, nine normal carolinensisp and 
three red-cheeked carolinens is were placed in the cageo This ratio of 
carolinensis to jordani was the same ratio found in the populations when 
the area was sampled earlier., When checked on J uly 31, no s alamanders 
had been remove� On that date more salamanders were added to bring the 
total to thirty-six., On Augus t 21, all moss and soil were removed from 
the cage to expose the salamanders directly to predation., Still no 
decline in numbers was obs erved when the final check was made on 
' 
Augus t 27., Obs ervations at dawn and dusk in this general area also 
failed to reveal bird predation upon salamanders. 
However, the results of this phase of the study could nqt be 
interpreted as meaning that bird predation upon salamanders necessarily 
does not exist since the study was of rather short duration. Since this 
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s tuqy was conducted during a time of abundant food supply for birds, it 
is poss ible that the b irds were no t attracted to the feeding s tation. 
Also it is pos s ible t.'l-J.at such a feeding station as this should remain in 
place for an extended length of time to permit b irds to become accus tomed 
to it. Hm·rever, th:i.s approa ch to the detection of predation under natural 
conditions s e ems to have certain advantages over feeding experiments con-
ducted un.der laboratory condi tionso 
Since mos t  diurnal birds undoubtedly have color vis ion, it seems 
that they possibly coul d dis criminate between models and non-mimetic 
individualso However, there are a number of conflicts in the as sumption 
that birds can and do dis criminate b e tween jo rdan i and carolinensis and 
thus are responsible for the evolution of the mimetic pattern in �ol-
:ip.ens is .. 
An obvious difficulty in this assumption is tha t birds having 
color vision are largely diurnal while the salamanders in ques tion are 
primarily no cturnalo Of the many jordani observed during this s tudy,�� 
I 
o��y one was found on top of leaf litter during the day., Nocturnal birds 
undoubtedly do feed upon s alamanderse Stupka (unpublished report) has 
found salamander remains in one s tomach of thirty-nine screech owl 
s tomachs examinedo The salamanders consisted of four Plethodon cinereus 
individuals. It is qu es tioned, however, whether nocturnal birds have 
eolor visior.1.0 As was mentioned earlier, Walls contends that owls cannot 
discern color. Even if one assumed that nocturnal birds do have color 
vision, it would still seem unlikely that colors in prey could be per-
ceived tL�der low light intens ities .. 
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Huheey ' s  suggestion that the no cturnal prey may be uncovered by 
forag:ing diurnal predators s e ems plausible.- Gordon ' s  account of the 
brown thrasher attacking melaventris at dusk adds support to this theo�. 
The frequency of this type of predation under natural conditions would 
s eem to b e  rather low, however. 
Ano ther unresolved problem is whether the slime of jordani is 
obj ectionable enough to natural bird predators to cause a relaxation of 
predation pressureo Furthermore, if such obnoxious qualities do exist, 
do the birds associate the red cheek with this quality and thus attack 
and kill non-mimetic carolinensis in greater frequencies than mimetic 
carolinens is and jordani? The first problem was tes ted by Huheey (1960). 
He c oncluded that "jordani has a certain amount of pro tection of this 
nature, the effectiveness of which depends somewhat upon the nature, 
condition, and behavior of the predator. 11 Unfortunately, he has no red- . 
cheeked carolinensis to te s t  the b irds ' ability to associate the red­
cheeked condition with the slime of j ordani. 
If birds prey infrequently upon salamanders and if the effec­
t iveness of the warning coloration of jordani is sligh� one would 
que stion the effectivenes s or even existence o f  mimicry in this case. 
Brower ' s  s tudies have shown tha t b irds forget the significance of the 
apo sematic signal of the prey. It s eems, then, that in nature, the 
birds would have to have frequent experiences with the apo sematic mo dels 
to retain the ir ability to asso ciate the warning coloration with undes ir­
able characteristics of the model. It seems doubtful that frequent 
predation upon s alamanders by birds occurs. 
VIII. DISCUSSION 
Earlier it was s tated that it was not possible to determine the 
reasonable proportion of red-cheeked carolinens is in the supposed jordani­
carolinens is complex until more was known concerning the degree of un­
palatability possessed by jordani and the degree to which natural prBc1-
ators are deceive d  by the mimetic resemblance. Feeding experiments 
with the mos t  probable predators on these salamanders indicat e d  that no 
undesirable quality exis ts in jordani which is intens e enough t� prevent 
consistent predation under laboratory conditions. In some instances, 
the slime of jordani seemed to be a dis turbing factor to Blar� but 
this sliminess did no t add to the survival rate of jordani in these 
experimen.tso Since the supposed aposematism of jordani was not effec­
tive, any imitation of this color pattern should. be likewise ineffec­
tiveo This was found to be true 'Wh en the red-cheeked carolinensis were 
expo s ed to predators under laboratory conditions. 
Since these data do no t support the theory of mimicry with these 
predators, at l east, it is obvious that on the basis of these data no 
proportion of suppo sed mimics in the carolinens is population could be 
maintained by predationa It must be emphasized that these conclus ions 
can be dra:wn only for the predators tested in this s tudy., The lis t  of 
potential predators not tested is immens e, and the pos sib ility that a 
predator exists whioh does discriminate between the two species is not 
discounted. 
The possibility of predation upon salamanders by birds has bean 
dis cussed previously., Huheey' s work (1960) has been brief�y des crib d 
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in vlhich he found that _jordani had a significantly higher survival rate 
than did normal carolinensis when thes e  two species were preyed upon by 
two migrant shrikes ( Lanius ludovicianus ) .  S ince this is the only s tudy 
conducted in which birds have been used as predators upon s alamanders, 
the s tudy should b e  examined more clos ely. 
In Huheey' s  s tudy, the jordani and carolinens is were each divided 
into two groups : tho se under seventy millimeters in length, and those 
over s eventy millimeters in length. He found that the combined numbers 
of l arge and small jordani surviving the predation were significantly 
higher than the comb ined numbers of large and small carolinensis sur­
viving predation (x2 "' 9. 2 ; d. f. "' 1; P => 0. 001 ) .  However,p if thes e 
same data are treated in a different manner in which a tes t  of s ignifi­
cant difference is made b etween the two s ize classes,p irrespective of 
species, it is found that the large salamanders have a s ignificantly 
higher rate of survival than do the small salamanders (x2 = 7. 91; 
d. f. = 1,;  P = <O. Ol ). In o ther words, the interpretation of this las t  
test would b e  that some factor o ther than chan ce seems to b e  operating 
to give the large salamanders a higher survival rate than the smaller 
salamanders. Since the species were no t separated in this 1as t tes t  
b etween s iz e  clas ses, it seems that the only logical factor which could 
account for this difference is s ize. 
In attempting to determine whe ther s iz e  or s ome unpalatable 
characteristic of jordani is involved in Huheey ' s feeding experiments, 
the data can b e  te sted by other approaches. If a t e s t  for s ignificant 
difference is made between the small carolinensis an d the small jordani, 
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it is found tha t there is no significant difference between the survival 
rates of these two species (x2 = 3. 64; d. f. = l; P = < O. lO ). However, 
when the numbers of large jo rdani surviving the predation are compared 
with the numbers of large carolinensis surviving the predation, the 
survival rates of jordani are found to be s ignificantly higher than 
those  of the large carolinensis (x2 = 4. 17; d. f. = l;  P = < O. O)). This 
would suggest that the jordani :in the large group were possibly larger 
than the carolinensis in the group over seventy millimeterso Since 
individuals of jordani are in general larger than carolinensis, this 
seems plausible. 
This discussion is no t meant to dis credit Huheey' s  s tudy. It is 
meant only to show that the size of salamanders--in addition to possible 
undesirable qualities in some species--could be a factor  in determining 
the survival rates . of salaman ders when exposed to bird predation. 
The findings of this s tudy have indicated that mimicry doe s  not 
seem to be a good explanation for the resemblance between red-cheeked 
carol:inensis and j ordani. Although this study is limited to the mimicry 
hypo thesis, o ther possible explanations will be reviewed. 
1. Hybridization. According to this hypothes is, the red-cheeked 
carolinensis are hybrids between jordani and normally colored carolinensis. 
Hybrids between different genera have been reported among amphibians 
(Noble, 1931 ) .  However, as  Noble has mentione� these hybrids s eldom 
grow to maturity. False hybrids also hav e been known in which the sperm 
of one species may do nothing more than activate the parthenogenetic 
development of the egg, but there is no combination of nuclear material. 
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It s eems .that. hybridization can be discounted in the case of the red­
cheeked carolinensis since these color variants have no morphological 
characteristics of jordani other than the cheek patch and are identical 
to other forms of carolinensis in all respects except coloro 
2. Genetic drift. If the carolinensis populations were small, 
if non-random mating occurre� and if the small populations were rela­
tively isolated from other such populations, genetic drift could ac<;oun·& 
for the retention and increas e in .frequency of some non-adaptive charac­
teristic in the populations. However, the fact that carolinensis 
occupies so many habitat types indicates that there are few barriers 
which would isolate small breeding populations o.f this species. Also, 
this theory would fai l  to explain the widespread frequency of the I�d­
cheeked condition. 
3. � cheek coloration attracts �· Huheey (1960) mentioned 
(and rej ected) the pos sibility that the red-cheek patch may attract 
insects and thus give survival value to the salamanders in respect to 
their prey . .. This hypothesis does no t seem valid for several reasons, 
the mo st important being that. it does not explain why the red-cheeked 
condition is found in highest freQUencies where jordani. is mo st abundant 
and not found in high frequencies elsewhere. Furthemore, since most 
insects are insensitive to the red range of the spectrum (Wigglesworth, 
1950)1 they would not be attracted to the red cheek patch of salamanders. 
4. � cheek colorat:i.on _!! ! pleio tropic charac teristic which � 
linked � �  physiologies� mutation which h!! selective value. This hy­
pothesis has been proposed by Noble (1931) but rej ected by o thers 
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(Huheey, 1960)  on the basi� that it do es not explain the occurrence of 
red-cheeked carolinensis where these color variants are sympatric with 
jordani and the occurrence of the red�legged variants where these  forms 
are sympatric with shermani. 
It has been stated that no other hypothes is explains the resem-
blance be�Jeen color variations of carolinens is and the u�o sub-species 
of Plethodon jordani as well as that of mimicry. Since the hypothes is 
I 
of mimicry is no t supported by the findings of this s tudy, an alternate 
explanation mus t be  selected. 
Of the four hypotheses  proposed abov� the fourth s eems to be the 
mo st reasonable explanation of this phenomenon. It, like that of 
mimicry, also has certain inadequacies which mus t be  tested in further 
s tudies. However, this hypo thesis ·also has certain attributes which 
should be considered. 
Edaphio, climatic, and biotic factors of high elevations un-
questionably differ from those  of lower elevations. Various species 
of salamanders such as .!:• j_. jordani, f: j_. sherm�ni, an d �· wrighti 
are well adapted to these environments and seloom are found beyond the 
influences of their montane environments. If one as sumes that the 
mutation or mutations whi ch are responsible for the manifestation of 
the red cheek patch in carolinens is also are responsible for certain 
phys iological changes which have s elective value at high elevations, it 
would then follow that the frequency of th�s red-cheeked condition 
would b e  greatest where jordani is abundant, As was mentioned earlier, 
this s ituat ion was found to exist ivithin the Great Smokies. 
However, this correlation would also support the hypo thes is of 
mimicry, unless it could be shown furthermore that red-cheeked carol­
inensis are common at high elevations outs ide the range of jordani. 
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To support the hypothesis of a phys iological adapta tion, it would be 
necessary for these areas outside the range of jordani to have environ­
mental influences similar to those within its range where the red­
cheeked carolinensis are commo� This would be a difficult point to 
prov� 
Nevertheless, there are some data available which may support the 
above premise. In cons idering the ranges of jordani and the red­
cheeked carolinens is� it was found that red-cheeked variants were found 
on Blanket Mountain ( to 4, 609 feet), but no jordani were found. The 
theory of phys iological adaptation s till would not explain the abs ence 
of jordani but would account for rela tively high frequenc ie s  of red­
cheeke d carolinens is. According to the mimicry hypo thes is, high fre­
quencies of the mimics could not exist without the model. 
It was also mentioned earlier tha t a relatively · high frequency 
of red-cheeked carolinens is seems to exis t on Wayah Bald ( 5, 100 feet) 
in the Nantahala Mountai ns of North Carolina. This would be expected 
if the red-cheeked condition were linked to a phys iological advantage. 
It mus t  be emphas ized again, however, that thes e data are based upon 
very small samples of carolinensis, and more thorough inves tigations of 
both areas would be neces sary before conclus ive decisions could be drawn. 
• Sufficient data are availabl e concerning the frequency of red­
cheeked carolinensid in the vicinity of Highlands, North Carolina, 
( 3, 800 feet) and the Black Mountains (all elevations ) to indicate that 
the frequency of the red-cheeked condition in these areas is very low 
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(3 of 63 and 2 of 300, respectively). This seems to eonflict w-ith the 
theory of phys iological adap tation. However, it is ques tioned "Whether 
one would expect high frequencies at Highlands becaus e of its relatively 
low elevation. The low frequencies in the Black Mountains would be 
more difficult to explain, however, since Mt. Mitchell of the Bla k 
Mountains reaches an elevation of 6, 682 feet. 
The validity of the physiological adaptation hypothesis can be 
determined in part by the pres ence or absence of red-legged carolinensis 
in high frequencies where these forms are suppo sedly sympatric with 
shermani. If these forms are in high frequencies as the red-cheeked form 
is in the Smokies, then the physiological adaptation theory cannot stand 
and mimicry would seem to be the only explanation. However, as men­
tioned before, there is no evidence to support the assumption that red­
legged carolinens is are in any higher frequencies within the range of 
shermani than they are anywhere else. 
King (1939)  and Hairs ton (1949) have reported that carolinensis 
seems to be more melanistic at higher elevations than at low elevati.ons. 
This observation was also made in this s tudy. It seems that the 
altitudinal variation in coloration mus t be reflective of envi.ronmental 
factors which vary quantitatively from law to high elevations. In the 
same s ense, it s eems possible that environmental factors may als o have 
been instrumental in the evolution of cheek coloration in �olinensis. 
IX. SUMMARY 
A study was conducted in the Oreat Smoky Mountains National Park 
to detenmine the validity of the mimicry hypothesis whidh has been pro-
posed to explain the resemblance bett.Jeen !led-cheeked c9lor va,riants of 
Desmagnathus ochrophaeus carolinensis and Pletlwdon jordani jordani, 
I . 
the red-cheeked salamander. Five basic rules qf mimicry were tested 
in both field and laboratory approaches to the prqblem. 
The color patterns of carolinensis were recorded in 587 individ-
uals observed. Of this number, 25. 7 per cent displayed some cheek 
coloration which included ·color variations of req to orange, yellow, and 
white. Red tq orange che�k colors were found in 92 per cent of all 
carolinensis having cheek coloration. These supposed mimics of jordani 
differed markedly in appearance from the norma� carolinensis. 
An attempt was made to delimit the range of jordani within the 
Park. Observ�tio�s were also made of the pre�ence or absence of red-
cheeked carolinensis within and outside tl'\i,s range of jordani. D. o. 
carolinensis was found with �ordani in seven g�neral areas investigated. 
Red-c�eeked carolinensiq w�re found in the yici�ity of Blanket Mountain, 
but no jordani were found in this general area. The presence of mimics 
, , 
outside the range of models is not what one would expect if mimicry 
exists between t�e two species. Also , no red-cheeked carolinensis ·Here 
founq within a large sample of carolinensis collecteq on Hyatt' s  Ridge, 
even th0ugh jor�ani was present in the area. Records of red-cheeked 
carolinens�s oecurring outside the Park wsre cited from the literature. 
The fr!pq'\lency of mimics at Wayah Bald, Nor�h Carolina, may be higher 
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than one would expect under the rules of  mimicry. No evidence was avail­
able to indicate that the frequency of red-legged carolinensis was any 
higher within the range of !:_. j_. shermani than in any o ther area. 
Eight transects were placed at elevations ranging from 2, 925 feet 
to 5, 390 feet within the Great Smokies to determine the relative abun.­
dance of jordani and red-cheeked carolinensis. It was found that a 
positive correlation s eemed to exist between the number of jordani and 
the frequency of red-cheeked carolinensis in the areas sample� The 
percentage of supposed mimics in the total jordani-red-cheeked carol­
inensis population varied in the areas sampled from 25 per cent to 60 
per cent. It is questionable whether the supposed mimicry is effective 
enough to support this high frequency of mimics. 
[• i• jordani and red-cheeked and normal carolinensis were exposed 
to four different types of predators in an attempt to detect differences 
in the survival rates be�Jeen the two species of salamanders. The pred­
ators used in these laboratory feeding experiments included the eastern 
garter snake ( Thamnophis sirtali.s sirtalis ), the large short-tailed 
shrew (Blarina brevicauda), the mountain spring salamander (Gyrinophilus 
danielsi danielsi), and the black-bellied salamander (Desmognathus 
quadra-macula tus ). 
All of these predators readily fed upon all salamanders presented 
to them. No differences were noted between the survival rates of carol­
inensis and jordani when exposed to thes e  predators under laboratory 
conditions. Preliminary feeding experiments were also conducted with 
the long-tailed deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus ) and the red-backed 
mouse (Clethri�nomls gapperi ), but additional feeding experiments were 
not conducted with these mice since they did no t seem to be naturaL 
predators. An attempt was also mape to detect bird predation upon 
salamanders under natural conditions. No predation was found to exist 
under the conditions of the feeding experiment. 
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No eviden9e supporting either Bates ian or Mullerian mimicry could 
be found under the methods and conditions of this study. Alternate 
hypotheses for the explanation of the resemblance between red-cheeked 
carolinensis and jordani were discussed. These alternate hypotheses 
I ' 
include the following: ( 1 )  hybridization has taken place or is occurring, 
( 2 )  genetic drift h�s occurred, ( 3) the re� cheek coloration attracts 
prey, and (4)  the chee� coloration is a pleiotropic characteristic which 
is linked to a phys iological mutation which has s elective value. Of 
these four possible �lanationsj the fourth was 9onsidered to be the 
most plaus ible explan�tion of the resemblance between red-cheeked carol-
inensis and j ordani. 
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